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Siren and soulmate to the King of Night, Callypso Lillis survived the clutches of Karnon, the mad

king, and his twisted prison. But the nightmare isn't over. Callie wears the physical reminders of her

time as a captive, and mounting evidence suggests the Thief of Souls is still out there. When a fae

celebration thrusts Callie and her mate, Desmond Flynn, into the Kingdom of Flora, they take their

investigation with them. But under the bright lights and striking blooms of the realm, they find there

are more immediate issues to deal with. No place is more uniquely savage than the great fae halls,

and no amount of bargains can save Callie from royal intrigues. Fairies play dangerous games.

Some want love, some want vengeance, some want flesh, and some want things too unspeakable

to utter. One thing is for sure: no one is who they appear to be. Not even Des, who only grows more

enigmatic with every passing secret. But the Kingdom of Flora has its own secrets, from bleeding

trees to branded slaves and missing guards. Something is stirring in the land of all that grows, and if

Callie isn't careful, it will claim everything and everyone she loves - and her along with it.
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Wow, I was completely blown away!! The story immediately grabs you and pulls you in, taking you

on an adventure full of more twists that'll keep you guessing until the end. Thalassa also does an

extraordinary job creating such realistic and endearing characters that you can't help but connect

with. The one-liners and Callie and Des' bantering were highlights of the book for me and the

balance between action, mystery, and romance was perfect. I highly recommend it for those looking



for a darker, paranormal read.

Love, action, romance and mystery. This one has it all! Callie and Des do not disappoint. I love their

connection and their adorable banter. I really enjoy how Des doesn't coddle Callie and treat her like

a child. He treats her like his real equal while also being loving and protective.Dropped a star

because Callie's insecurities could get real annoying sometimes. She was constantly putting Des on

this pedestal while dumping all over herself.Still an amazing story though! Laura's writing style is

superb!

Engaging as all hell! I loved Des and Callie. Their relationship was loving, romantic, erotic and dark.

Seemingly a strange combination of traits but they really just did it for me. And then the mystery of

the sleeping soldiers and demon children, ugghh. Talk about giving me the heeby geebies!! I love a

great mystery and love it even more when it comes together. It's going to be a long wait for A Dark

Harmony!

I don't know why it took me such a long time to get into this book! Intense from start to finish, but still

crazy funny. Didn't know quite what purpose Temper served, as it likely would have been a different

outcome at the end of the book had she been involved in the fight. Maybe she will be more involved

in the next book, which I cannot wait to read.

I've obsessed over this book, been stalking it's release. Now that I have read it I'm sad I have to

wait for the next one. I don't think Mrs. Thalassa realizes the withdrawal and panic we as readers go

through when we have to wait for the next book or realize a series is ending. Why does this series

have to be this good?

Her world is painted beautifully and it transports the reader to that world. You no longer see the

words, but are living them. I cannot wait for the final book in the series. I feel so vested in the lives

and fates of her characters that I'm not sure if I'll be ready to let them go. Ms. Thalassa manages to

make this book extremely erotic, magical and poetic at the same time.

I loved the first book. I mean five stars worth of love. This one while good, did not bring the same.

Im hoping this story does not drag out in many installments. Somehow i feel like it could diminish

what started as an incredible book.



I fell in love with the first book, but if I could give the second book more stars, I would. The storyline

is magnetic, with tension, mystery, and romance on every turning page. Des and Callie are one of

my favorite dynamic duos. The ongoing mystery in the Otherworld has started to come to a head,

and I can't wait for the next installment. Must read!
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